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Question: 1

Tracy works on a marketing team and needs to collaborate with a marketing vendor for a new project
being planned in various channels.
To ensure the project is not delayed, Tracy must approve the new member invitations. Which statement
is true about roles in this scenario?

A. Tracy should use the Admin role for the workspace invite and to approve new members, and she
should use the Single-Channel Guest role for the marketing vendor.
B. Tracy should use the Admin role for the workspace invite and to approve new members, and she
should use the Multi-Channel Guest role for the marketing vendor.
C. Tracy should use the Member role for the workspace invite and to approve new members, and she
should use the Multi-Channel Guest role for the marketing vendor.
D. Tracy should use the Member role for the workspace invite and to approve new members, and she
should use the Single-Channel Guest role for the marketing vendor.

Answer: A

Question: 2

Moshi is a Workspace Owner on the Plus plan. John is leaving the company on Friday, and Moshi will be
deactivating John’s IdP account.
What does Moshi need to do to ensure that John won't have access to Slack?

A. Change the email, and reset the password. Changing the email will end John’s Slack session.
B. Deactivating the IdP account will automatically delete the Slack account that was bound to it via SSO.
C. Check that the IdP supports de-provisioning via SCIM and that the connector app is installed and
configured correctly.
D. Activate "Just-in-Time" de-activations to automatically remove John and any users who are inactivate
for more than 14 days.

Answer: C
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Question: 3

You are a Workspace Owner and the product manager for a snowboard manufacturing company based in
Vancouver, Canada.
Pass Your Certification With Marks4sure Guarantee 2 of 5 Practice Test Slack - Slack-Certified-Admin
As product manager for the company’s RebelX line, you are responsible for all aspects of production,
including managing your supplier relationships. You have a connected channel called #supplier-bindings
with one of your suppliers based in Osaka, Japan, and you use this channel to plan shipments of bindings
and manage all interactions with this supplier.
Unfortunately, one of the supplier’s deliveries has not arrived, and if you don’t receive it by next week,
your inventory and sales will be negatively affected.
Because of the timezone difference, you need to notify all channel members about the delay so they are
aware as soon as possible or tomorrow morning at the start of the business day.
What should you do?

A. Send a message that includes an @channel and @here to #supplier-bindings.
B. Send a message that includes an @channel and @everyone to #supplier-bindings.
C. Send an @everyone in a message to your workspace-wide #general channel.
D. Direct message your key contact who belongs to the connected channel, so they are directly informed.

Answer: D

Question: 4

Andrew is the Primary Org Owner for this company’s Enterprise Grid org, which consists of three
workspaces. Frank, a new member of the IT department, will be responsible for inviting guests and
managing one of the three workspaces’ settings.
Which role should Andrew give Frank in Slack?

A. Member
B. Workspace Admin
C. Multi-channel Guest
D. Primary Org Owner

Answer: B

Question: 5

Cristina is evaluating a Slack app’s security and notices that it has the following scopes present:
channels:write and chat:write:user.
Pass Your Certification With Marks4sure Guarantee 3 of 5 Practice Test Slack - Slack-Certified-Admin
Based on those scopes, which TWO actions can the app perform in Slack? (Choose two.)

A. Modify public channels
B. Upload files
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C. Send messages as a member
D. Access group direct messages

Answer: A C


